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 Name of Mentor- Prof B M Naik on visit to RIT Sakhrale TEQIP-II in 1.2 

Name of the institution and location 

Rajaram Bapu Institute of technology, Rajaramnagar, Sakharale, Dist Sangli-415414 

Dates of Visit- 26th February to 28
th

 Feb, 2013 

Prof B M Naik was received well by the principal Mrs Dr Sushma Kulkarni and TEQIP coordinator Prof 

Dr Pandurang Patil. 

 

Discussion meeting with the TEQIP coordinator Prof Dr Pandurang Patil - was held at 9.30 am on 26
th

 

February. He explained progress of work done by RIT in TEQIP project after first mentor’s visit i.e. on 

17
th

 October 2012. . He explained how serious RIT is in implementation of TEQIP project. The progress 

achieved by RIT is observed to be good. There is a new wave of learning, innovation and creativity in 

campus. Coordinator is congratulated for good progress. However Guidance/ suggestions are given for 

future, to achieve effective implementation.  

 

Discussion meeting with the director of RIT Dr Mrs Sushma Kulkarni was held at 10.30 on 26
th

 Feb in 

her office. During discussions it was decided that the mentor Prof Naik will visit students and faculty 

department wise in the respective department. This was with a view to build close rapport between the 

mentor and students as well as faculty. This will take objectives of TEQIP closer to students and faculty, 

facilitate to listen to their voice to understand their problems and address the issues to improve upon the 

performance indicators, especially of PG.  

Dr Sushma kulkarni mentioned that SPFU in its meeting held recently in Mumbai has advised project 

institutions to extend an invitation to mentors in BOG meetings. This is to enable deeper understanding of 

TEQIP objectives, methodology by the governing board and make effective implementation. Accordingly 

Prof Naik was also invited in BOG meeting held on 19
th

 March 2013. Prof B M Naik in this meeting 

appraised the board members about the TEQIP project and its future and its role in institutional 

development. Board was requested to cooperate and make most of the project. Future of RIT and future of 

technical education will be brighter by implementing TEQIP effectively. 

 

 

Meeting/ Interaction with faculty and students in each department.  

First meeting was held with faculty & students of Electronics and Telecommunication Department at 

11.30 am in department meeting hall. 

17 faculty members attended the meeting. 

Visions and missions, objectives and benefits of TEQIP project were explained to faculty. Whole hearted 

active cooperation from faculty to effectively implement project was requested.  

Emphasis was laid on importance of TNA. Attention of faculty was invited to upgrade their own 

knowledge and skills such that their competency becomes equal to their counterparts abroad, and quality 



of education becomes world class. Message is given that it is the faculty which matters most, in institution 

building. 

All faculty members were advised to further their education to PhD level. Professors are an important and 

key player in improving the delivery of subject matter to students and building their professional careers. 

Government is providing necessary facilities enabling professors to do PhD. PhD is essential qualification 

in academics all over the world. They tend to teach students to be innovative, with a mindset for 

reformation. 

All professors abroad have not only PhD, but also post doctoral experience, publications, patents etc at 

their credit. Indian Professors have to be equal to them to make Indian education of international standard. 

Professors and students  have high potential. They have to have proper visions. 

Students in globalization have to be equal to their counterparts, so as to make most of their capabilities to 

harvest global opportunities.  Students today are leaders of tomorrow. They should be groomed keeping in 

view the target of building them as able leaders in technology, leaders in industry and all other walks of 

life. PG students should be enabled to create technology, especially Indian brands of technology. 

Professors are leaders in the fields of their specialization. They need to convert negative energy of 

students, if any, in to positive. When any student or lab assistant or any other person comes to them for 

advice they should charge their batteries, and in any case not discourage. 

Focus should be made on development of weak students. Target should be 100% transition rate. As far as 

possible, no student should be left behind, drop out and wastage should be avoided. 

Inputs are given to bridge the gaps between Indian PG students and foreign. It was emphasised that 

especially PG education in India is far too weak, and so thousands of students every year are going 

abroad. How to attract better merit students to RIT and build them better masters in engineering and 

technology is a challenge. 

Concept of Research Park and Incubation centre was presented. Faculty are requested to become aware of 

these global developments and actively take part. 

Gap Analysis between Indian institutes and their counterparts abroad was discussed. Why Indian 

institution is behind? Why foreign universities are coming? The demand for quality education is more but 

the supply is less? Can RIT be a role model for other self finance institutions? 

Knowledge society, sunrise technology instead of sunset technology must be taught and used in 

industries. RIT will have to acquire innovative character, which can come with professors becoming 

innovative. Professors are the research scientists. They are reformers and architects of future generations. 

Research as far as possible should be applicable to industrial society. The effort of students in projects at 

PG and various levels should be directed to betterment of industry. College must have to envision helping 

industry win in global competition. 

• Use of Autonomy Faculty was advised on using autonomy fruitfully to make education globally 

competitive. They ought to revise syllabi suited to market needs, conduct examinations on line. 

Autonomy needs to be used to sensitize industry to take active part in improving engineering 

education. Autonomy is for debates and discussions with industry personnel, alumni 

entrepreneurs. They are advised to grow to the level of their counterparts in US, UK etc. 

Knowledge level of professors decides the quality of education. No college is taller than the 

knowledge level of professors.   

• CAFETARIA approach instead of Rice plate approach needs to be adopted so as to achieve 

excellence. A fix set of subjects for all students should be abandoned as early as possible. Every 

student should be viewed as a unique entity. Students have varied intrinsic interests. Faculty 



must enable each student to learn what he likes. This alone enables him to be excellent. They 

should not teach a fish to fly, and a bird to swim. 

• Increase employability Need to re-educate in finishing schools should be avoided. Only 25% of 

engineers today are employable so is observed by NASSCOM. Indian curriculum is not 

educating students for entrepreneurship. This is a strategic weakness. Can RIT convert it in 

strength? 

 

Meeting with students of Electronics Telecommunication Department 

Time: 12.30 A. M     Venue: Department Class room  

62 PG students were attended the meeting.  

Following points were discussed  

• Why not Hi-Tech start up: How PG education abroad is different and superior was explained to 

them. It should not be bookish but industry oriented. They must become master of engineering in 

their chosen subject of specialization. It should be practical oriented. PG education must add 

value in personality and make him more competent. Every student must have to develop an eye 

to see problems in profession and evolve solutions. Students who have aptitude for 

entrepreneurship should think of Hi-Tech start ups. Time is favourable for research based 

knowledge enterprises. Financial gains come from hi tech enterprises. New enterprising society 

is coming in to being.  

• Develop Columbus spirit to discover: PG students should learn to create new technology. 

Students at young age have innovative power, which must be sharpened. They ought to obtain 

inputs from industry. Innovation skills, creativity are more important than memorization, and 

passing in examination. An innovative engineer is in more in demand. He leads a more satisfying 

life. He is never jobless. 

• Technological capital counts: Demand for PG in Indian industry is rising. Industries are 

shifting from primitive technology to hi-tech. So as to remain competitive they need engineers 

who are globally competent. They should therefore develop research, and entrepreneurship 

skills. Writing paper, obtaining patents, creation of new things should be aimed at. 

• New technology should be given birth in each lab. Testing theories, doing experiments on 

known technologies is good but not enough. PG students should attempt to give birth to brand 

new technologies.  

• Try to become world best: Industries do not have labs like colleges, and intellectual professors. 

This is the plus side of college. Industry needs research, product development so as to be 

competitive in international market. SSI, SMEs do not have research facilities. Big industries 

may have R&D centres but they cannot do all the research they need in their R&D centres. They 

do depend on young boys in colleges. PG students must go nearer to industry. 

• Behavioural skills matter: Lack of expression, importance of communication skills, 

personality, SWOT analysis they should learn to do and shape their careers. They must learn to 

show tolerance to other religions, languages, culture, faiths and human values. They must learn 

to keep human civilization together and not divide. Behavioural skills weigh more in life.  

• They should become engines and no bogies in professions. They should become leaders, 

technology pioneers, industrialists on global plane and take India to greater heights. 

• Be captains of industry and not soldiers. Be job givers and not job seekers 

• Bench mark with the best in the world They should on internet study what their counterparts 

are studying in countries like US, Germany, Japan and reach to that level. 

•  



Students were explained new visions of new world and mission of TEQIP I & II. Shaping youth for 

India’s future is the mission. Role of NPIU Government of India, state governments, colleges under the 

guidance of World Bank was explained. Around 200 colleges in India are being enabled to upgrade 

themselves to world class level. RIT is one of them. It is a matter of great pride, for students and faculty. 

These points were also discussed with students and faculty of all other departments, turn by turn. 

Following schedule was followed. 

 

Schedule of 2nd Mentor Visit on 26/27 Feb 13 

Sr. 

No 

Date Particulars of Meeting  Time  No Remarks  

01 26/03/13 Arrival at RIT Guest 

house. 

6.30 am  It was a great 

experience. 

Faculty 

students and 

staff are 

immensely 

benefitted. Prof 

B M Naik 

enjoyed the 

discussions.RIT 

stands to gain 

substantially in 

TEQIP project. 

02  TEQIP coordinator 9.30 am 01  

03  Director & TC 10.30 am 02  

  Faculty ETC department 11.30 am 17  

  PG students ETC  12.30 pm 62  

  Lunch  1.0- 2.00   

  Discussions with 

Director/TC 

2.0- 3.00   

  Faculty Mechanical 

department 

3.0- 4.00 29  

  PG Students  4.0- 5.00 20  

  Faculty IT/ CSE depart. 5.0- 6.00 25  

  PG CSE students  6.0- 7.00 22  

 27/03/13 Discussions with 

Director/TC 

10.30- 11.00   

  Office staff 11.00-

12.00 

18  

  Faculty  Auto/civil/ 

Elec/Sce & Humanities 

12.00-

1.00 

44  

  PG students Auto/civil/ 

Elec 

1.0- 2.00   

  Lunch 2.0- 3.00   

  Meeting with Director, 

Coordinator, Nodal 

officers, Departmental 

Coordinators 

3.0- 5.00 17  

  BOG members 6.00- 7.00 06  

 28/03/13 Departure to Aurangabad 8.00 am   

 

Thank You 

 



 

 

 

 

 


